Figure S1. Effect of size and sequence of the DAP12TM-NKG2CTM fusion loop.
(a) With sufficiently long and flexible loop sequence (flexible sequence in red, non-native sequence underlined), multiple
conformations are evidenced by split resonances, inhomogeneity of peak intensities and overall degradation of spectral quality.
(b) The final loop sequence favors one conformation, as evidenced by a single set of resonances and greatly improved spectral
quality. 1H-15N tr-HSQC spectra were recorded on ~1 mM samples in 250 mM FOS14 at pH 6.8 and 33°C.
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Figure S2. DAP12TM dimer and DAP12TM-DAP12TMNKG2CTM trimer structure bundles.
(a) Ensemble of 15 DAP12TM-DAP12TMNKG2CTM trimer structures calculated using the simulated annealing protocol described in
Methods and chosen based on lowest overall energy. DAP12TM segments are colored in greens and NKG2CTM is in orange. Sidechain oxygens are colored in red. Non-helical portions omitted from the main text figures (C1-P6, G31- E37, E61-N63) are shown
in gray. RMSD values for the bundle (helical portions G7-L30 and V38-L60) are 0.615 and 0.890 Å for backbone and all heavy
atoms, respectively (see Table 1 for full statistics).
(b) Selected strips from 15N-edited NOESY spectra of mixed-label (15N2H+13C1H) DAP12TM-DAP12TMNKG2CTM trimer samples
showing examples of inter-helical NOEs identified using 15N2H labeling on the DAP12TMNKG2CTM segment (V4, A36, A48, K52)
or on the DAP12TM only segment (S5, V13, A24). The methyl (top) and amide (bottom) regions are shown. Contour has been
adjusted to normalize the intensity of the diagonal (x). Lack of methyl NOE crosspeaks at A36, which falls in the loop region,
demonstrates the completeness of deuteration. Strips S5, V13 and A24 are taken from a 3D methyl-amide NOESY experiment on
an incompletely deuterated mixed-label sample in which only NOEs arising from intermolecular proximity of 13C-labeled methyls
and 15N-labeled backbone amides are selected (Methods). Since this experiment has no diagonal, (x) marks the position where the
relevant resonances would appear in a normal 15N-edited NOESY spectrum.
(c) Ensemble of 15 DAP12TM homodimer structures (C1-L33) calculated using the simulated annealing protocol described in
Methods and chosen based on lowest overall energy. Side-chain oxygens are colored in red. Non-helical portions omitted from the
main text figures (C1-P6, G31-L33) are shown in gray. RMSD values for the bundle (helical portion G7-L30) are 0.595 and 0.754
Å for backbone and all heavy atoms, respectively (see Table 1 for full statistics).
(d) Selected strips from a 15N-edited NOESY spectrum of a mixed-label (15N2H+13C1H) DAP12TM dimer illustrating strength of
inter-helical NOEs to side-chain methyls. The methyl (top) and amide (bottom) regions are shown. Contour has been adjusted to
normalize the intensity of the diagonals (x). Lack of NOE cross-peaks at A26 demonstrates the completeness of deuteration.
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Figure S3. Assigned methyl resonances in 1H-13C HSQC spectra.
1

H-13C HSQC spectra (56 ms constant-time) are shown with stereo-specific methyl assignments. Isoleucine and alanine regions are
shown in separate boxes. Spectra were recorded on (a) 13C-labeled DAP12TM homodimer, (b) trimer with 13C-labeled DAP12TM
only, and (c) trimer with 13C-labeled DAP12TMNKG2CTM.
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